Alternating d(A-T) n sequences which are contiguous with DNA of effectively random sequence have an abnormal conformation in linear DNA molecules. These regions are strongly reactive towards chemical modification by osmium tetroxide, and are preferentially cleaved by micrococcal nuclease. Both the chemical modification and the eniymic cutting occur uniformly through the alternating tract, and there is no evidence for enzyme or chemical sensitivity in the interfaces between the tract and DNA of normal conformation. These reactivities have a requirement for an alternating sequence. In addition to chemical reactivity, alternating (A-T) n sequences exhibit anomalously small twist changes on cruciform formation, suggesting that the pre-extruded DNA is underwound. We propose that the alternating sequences adopt an altered conformation which is subject to easy torsional deformation.
INTRODUCTION.
It has become increasingly clear for some time that alternating adenine-thymine sequences, ie d(A-T) n .d(A-T) n , may adopt geometries that are not the standard B-DNA helix. This has come about principally from studies on oligo-or polynucleotides, and has been recently reviewed in (1) . 31 P and 13 C NMR studies (2,3) of polyd(A-T) have revealed that the conformation of the backbone is different between A and T, suggesting that the repeating unit in the structure may be a dinucleotide, to generate an alternating structure. The inequivalence is accentuated upon addition of salts, and at high concentrations of caesium fluoride the DNA undergoes a further transition to a new structure (1, 4) , presumably due to lowered water activity. The concept of an alternating structure for d(A-T) n was suggested by the crystal structure of d(A-T)2 (5), in which the deoxyribose conformations for A and T were clearly different, and on the basis of this structure Klug et al (6) proposed a detailed model for the structure of alternating aXA-T),,.
Possible structural polymorphism of d(A-T),, sequences is of potential biological significance, because these and related sequences seem to be found in interesting locations to an increasing extent. We have tabulated a number of such sequences which have been found in a variety of eukaryotic genomes (Table 1) . In some cases, notably in Xenopus Iccvis, these appear to be an interspersed repetitive element (7) , which may to an extent be regarded simply as genetic 'noije 1 . However, it is the location of many of these sequences 5" to expressed genes which makes a biological role more likely, and even in Xenoput i number of the (A-T),, elements occur in such place*, exemplified by the (\-Tfo sequence found 450 bp upstream of the pi globin gene (7) . In addition it is striking that when the sequences diverge from the perfect A-T alternation, they frequently preserve purine-pyrimidine alternation, and this is well illustrated by the changes which have occured between the upstream elements of the P globin genes of human (18, 19) and chimpanzee (20) .
If a biological role is to be ascribed to these sequences as a consequence of their novel conformation, we must ask the following question. Can (A-T),, tracts adopt a special conformation when they are flanked on either side by DNA in its normal B conformation? This is the point we have set out to address in this paper.
We suspected that (A-T^ sequences present in much longer DNA molecules were capable of adopting an underwound geometry from our studies of the Xenopus (A-T)^ sequence present on the plasmid pXG540. When sufficiently supercoiled, this sequence extruded a stable cruciform structure (44) , but the exact topology of the transition suggested to us that the structure of the unextruded DNA was abnormal, with a helical periodicity of 11.7 bp/tum. We therefore set out to explore the structure of (A-T) n sequences in plasmid molecules in the absence of torsional constraint One approach we adopted was to search for chemical reactivities which the novel structure might exhibit. One chemical probe which has proved very successful for the study of DNA conformation is osmium tetroxide (45) (46) (47) (48) (49) (50) . This compound has been demonstrated to be reactive towards polyd(A-T).polyd(A-T) at low ionic strength (51, E Palecek & F Jelen, unpublished observations). We discovered that linear plasmid molecules with (A-T),j sequences were indeed reactive towards osmium tetroxide, and in addition were cleaved by micrococcal nuclease. While these studies were in progress, Suggs & Wagner (52) presented data that an (A-T);ŝ equence in a linear DNA fragment was also sensitive to other nucleases and a chemical probe.
The data support a model for an altered conformation of (A-T) n sequences in unstressed DNA molecules, which is readily deformable when the molecule becomes subjected to torsion.
EXPERIMENTAL.
Plasmid construction. pTA8, pTA16, pTAFl and pTAF2 were constructed by ligation of synthetic oligonucleotides in the EcoRV site of pAT153 (53) , from which 5' terminal phosphates had been removed using calf intestinal alkaline phosphatase (Boehringer). 5MTATATATA3' and 5'dT 15 A 15 3' were made using phosphoramidite oligonucleotide synthesis implemented on an Applied Biosystems 381A DNA synthesiser. These were phosphorylated using T4 polynucleotide kinase (Amersham) and self-hybridised by heating and slow cooling. For fine mapping radioactive asymmetrically labelled chemically modified DNA was incubated with 100 (il 1 M prperidine at 90°C for 30 m, followed by extensive lyophilisation. The DNA was redissolved in formamide and electrophoresed on 8% polyacrylamide gels containing 7 M urea in parallel with sequence markers. The gels were dried on to Whatman 3MM paper and autoradiographed at -70°C using Fuji RX film. Reactions were terminated by addition of EDTA. DNA was electrophoresed on 1% agarose gels for low resolution experiment], and on 8% sequencing gels for fine mapping, as described above for osmium tetroxide.
DM4 sequencing. Chemical sequencing of DNA (55) was used to provide sequence markers for mapping enzyme and chemical shes of attack. Asymmetrically labelled DNA fragments were subjected to modification by formate buffer and piperidine cleavage, to generate a purine ladder.
Preparation of topoisomer mixtures. Supercofled DNA was incubated with rat liver topcrisomerase I (prepared by Dr J Kuret in this laboratory) in 10 mM Tris.HCl pH 8.0, 100 mM NaCL 20 mM EDTA and various ethidium bromide concentrations between 0 and 8-5 MS/ml at 25°C for 60m. After purification, the individual distributions were mixed so as to obtain a uniform spread of topoisomers from positively supercoiled to native levels of negative topercoiling.
Two dimensional gel electrophoresis. The method is essentially that of Wang el al (56) . Topoisomer mixtures in 10 pi volumes were applied to a single circular well in a 25 x 20 x 0.5 cm slab of 1% agarose in TBE.
Electrophoresis was performed at ambient temperature at 5 v/cm for 18h in each dimension. Between dimensions, the gels were soaked in TBE containing the appropriate chloroquine concentration. The second dimension was performed with this concentration of chloroquine present in the running buffer. Gels were stained in 1 ug/ml ethidium bromide for 1 h, and extensively destained in distilled water before photography under ultraviolet light.
Computer search for (A-T) n and related sequences. The GENB ANK and EMBL databases of nudeotide sequences were searched using (A-T) n strings, and the sequences fitting best were examined further. The searches were performed in the computing departments of the Imperial Cancer Research Fund and the Institut Pasteur.
RESULTS.
The plasmas employed in these studies.
We have used a number of plasmids containing (A-T),, and related sequences. Their maps are presented in (55) . pBF5.6 is a clone of a human P-globin gene (54, 58) in the vector pUC9 (59).
Two-dimensional gel electrophoresis ofpXGAT23 andpTAF2.
In an earlier study (44) of pXGMO, a plasmid containing an (A-T^ sequence, we employed two-dimensional gel electrophoresis to measure the local change in twist (ATw) upon extrusion of a stable cruciform. Unlike other cruciforms which we had studied previously (60) , this one exhibited an anomalously small ATw, which we interpreted to indicate a lowered helical periodicity prior to cruciform formation. Is this a general property of (A-T),, sequences in supercoOed plasmids? We have addressed this question by examination of a different (A-T) n sequence, derived from the same Xenopus lavis major globin locus. In the intergenic spacer 450 bp upstream of the pi globin gene diere is an (A-T>23 sequence, which has been cloned (7). We have constructed a plasmid of 3235 bp, containing this (A-T)23 sequence, a size which is suitable for two-dimensional electrophoresis (56) . A complete topoisomer mixture was prepared, and electrophoresed from a single circular well in an agarose geL The gel was then soaked in 2 ng/ml chloroquine, turned 90° and electrophoresed once again.
The result is shown in Figure 2 . The discontinuity in topoisomer mobility is clear evidence for a major structural transition, and from the measured mobility shift we may estimate the ATw as -4.0. This is close to the If the anomalous ATw is general for (A-T) n sequences, is it observed for non-alternating sequences composed solely of AT basepairs? To answer this question we constructed a plasmid (pTAF2) containing the sequence TjJAJJT^AJS. This sequence is two-fold symmetric, and in principle may form a cruciform structure. It is 100% A+T, but with very little alternation. A two-dimensional gel for pTAF2 is presented in Figure 3 . A higher chloroquine concentration was used in the second dimension (10 |ig/ml), due to the higher superhelU density at which the transition occurred in this plasmid. A striking discontinuity in topoisomer mobility may be seen, indicating that a topology-dependent structural transition takes place. The measured ATw is -6.6, which is again consistent with cruciform formation by the 66 bp sequence (60 bp + 6 bp from the EcoRV site), and which is further supported by probing experiments (unpublished data). Figure 5 . Osmium tetroxide modification of linear species of A+T block containing plasmids. The nature of the insert sequence is indicated. Full length linear species of each plasmid were incubated with 1 mM osmium tetroxide, 5% pyridine at 25°C for 2 h, followed by cleavage with SI nudcase and electrophoresis in 1% agarose. Track 1 contains phage XPstl size markers, the sizes (basepairs) of which are indicated on the left. The plasmids studied were (left to right, ie tracks 2 to 7); pTA8 Psil, pTA16 Pstl, pXGAT23 Pst\, pXG540 Aval, pTAFl Psil and pBF5.6 Pstl.
and non-altemating sequences behave quite differently therefore. The ATw values are consistent with pre-extruded structures which are under-and over-wound respectively. These points are discussed further below.
Torsionalty unconstrained pXGS4O is hyper-reactive to osmium tetroxide at the (A-T)jj sequence.
The topological studies on pXGMO and pXGAT23 suggest that the alternating (A-T) n stretches may adopt an unusual conformation at superhelix densities tower than that required to stabilise cruciform formation. We reasoned that such an altered geometry might result in changed chemical reactivity at some positions in the DNA structure. Osmium tetroxide, which reacts preferentially with the unpaired loops of cruciform structures (46) 
Other alternating (A-T) n tracts are modified by osmium tetroxide in linear plasmid molecules.
Do other (A-T) n tracts react preferentially with osmium tetroxide in a torsionally unconstrained state? We asked this question for plasmids containing alternating inserts of n -34, 23, 16 and 8, and also made a comparison with the non-altemating T 15 Ai5 sequence of pTAFl. The results are presented in Figure 5 . Three points emerge from a study of this agarose gel.
First, the results obtained with pXG540 are general to the extent that the (A-T^j and the (T-A) 16 sequences are also reactive to osmium tetroxide. pXG540, pXGAT23 and pTA16 all show bands which correspond to a major site of reactivity at the alternating sequence. In the case of pXGAT23 several bands are evident, but the major one is due to modification at the (A-T^ sequence. Thus the reactivity seems to result from a structure which is formed by alternating (A-T),, sequences irrespective of their context. Second, the reactivity of (T-A)g appears to be lower than that of the other alternating sequences, implying that a minimum length of alternation may be required to generate the reactivity. Effects of context may be excluded since the (T-A)]g and (T-A)g sequences have identical flanking locations.
Third, the reactivity of the alternating sequences is not shared by the non-altemating Ti5A]5 sequence. This is 100% A+T, and again has an identical context to (T-A)^ and is almost the same length, but despite this remains quite unrejetive to osmium tetroxide.
We conclude that reactivity towards osmium tetroxide in the unconstrained molecule requires an alternating (A-T),j sequence, where n is greater than a minimum which lies somewhere between 8 and 16.
Alternating (A-T) n sequences are cleaved by micrococcal nuclease in linear plasmid molecules.
If a perturbed molecular structure is responsible for the reactivity of the (A-T) n sequences towards osmium tetroxide, might this also give rise to sensitivity towards nucleases, which are known to be sensitive towards detailed backbone conformation (63-65)? Micnxoccal nuclease has been shown to cleave preferentially at A and T (66) , and therefore seemed an appropriate choice for probing (A-T),, sequences. Figure 6 presents the results of this experiment. It is clear that the alternating sequences are very sensitive to cleavage by micrococcal nuclease, even at 0°C. In linear pXG540, for example, there is a single major point of cleavage, which maps to the (A-T)ŝ equence. Comparison with the other plasmids reveals a picture which is almost identical with the osmium tetroxide results. pXG540, pXGAT23 and pTA16 are each cleaved at the alternating sequences, while pTA8 is cleaved to a much reduced extent. pTAFl is not cleaved by the enzyme to a measurable degree. Thus we conclude that once again, an alternating sequence of greater than a certain minimum length adopts an altered geometry, which renders it sensitive to micrococcal nuclease.
(T-A)jfi exhibits uniform sensitivity towards osmium tetroxide and micrococcal nuclease.
In order to gain further insight into the nature of the structural alteration at the (A-T) n tracts, we sequence. The results suggest that the (T-A)i$ sequence adopts a perturbed structure which is homogeneous along its length. We note that ihere is no evidence for reactivity towards either probe in the interfacial region between the alternating tract, and the rest of the plasmid sequence. Thus there is no hyper-reactive junction region, in contrast to the B-Z junction which ii reactive towards both enzymes (67) md chemicals (47, 48, 50, 68) . In the case of We conclude that the alternating sequences adopt a novel geometry which is uniform along the tract, and which does not require the formation of highly perturbed interfacial regions.
Some deviation from the (A-T) n sequence is permissible.
In the region upstream of the human P globin gene there is a 48 bp alternating purine-pyrimidine sequence (shown in Figure 1 ) (18, 19) , which is a variant on the sequences studied here. The sequence may be written and it is s xn that there are seven changes from the perfect (A-T) n motif, all of which are transition mutations. We were curious to discover whether this sequence might also be capable of forming the structure which gives rise to the sensitivity to modification and cleavage. This region of the human P globin gene is contained on the plasmid pBF5.6, which was linearised at its unique Pstl site. The linear species was reacted with osmium tetroxide followed by SI nuclease cleavage, or cleaved with micrococcal nuclease, and the results are incorporated in Figures   5 and 6 respectively. It is apparent that linear pBF5.6 is sensitive to both probes, though perhaps more weakly than the perfect (A-T) n tracts. Thus it appears that some deviation from the ideal sequence need not necessarily prevent formation of the sensitive conformation.
DISCUSSION.
We have made two experimental observations, which we think are related. These are:
1. Alternating (A-T),, sequences exhibit anomalously small ATw values on cruciform extrusion. This is not true for A+T sequences which do not alternate.
2.
Alternating (A-T) n sequences are sensitive to modification by osmium tetroxide, and to cleavage by micrococcal nuclease, in torsionally unconstrained linear DNA molecules. Once again, non-alternating sequences are not sensitive in this way.
Twist-change on cruciform formation. The ATw on cruciform formation by (A-T) n sequences is less than the 2n/10_5 expected for a B to cruciform transition. Our general experience with other sequences is that the values of ATw measured tend, if anything, to be slightly larger than this predicted value (60) . To account for the data for pXG54O, we proposed (44) previously that the pre-cniciform helical periodicity of the (A-T)j4 might deviate from 10.5 bases/turn. In Table 2 we have compared the experimental ATw values with those predicted on the assumption of 10.5 bases/tum, for four cruciform-forming sequences. In addition we have calculated the helical periodicity required to explain the experimental values. We see that pAC103, which is a 68 bp inverted repeat of effectively random sequence (62) requires a periodicity of 105 bases/tum, which is just the value measured by nuclease digestion (72) and band-shift (73) methods. In contrast, the formation of a cruciform by TJJAIJTJJAJJ has an unusually high ATw, requiring a periodicity of around 10.0 bases/turn. It has been demonstrated previously that polydA.polydT is overwound, with a periodicity of almost exactly 10 bases/turn (74) . Both (A-T) n sequences appear to be underwound by this analysis, and the same is true for (A-T)^ (also from the Xenopus major globin cluster (7)) (data not shown). All these alternating (A-T) n sequences have apparent helical periodicities of 11.5 -11.7 bp/tum, ie they are considerably underwound with respect to normal B-DNA. Prunell and co-workers (75) have performed band-shift experiments on plasmids containing (A-T),, inserts, where n ranges from 20 to 34, and have measured periodicities of 10.6 to 10.7 bp/helical turn. However, these values are true for essentially relaxed topoisomers, whilst our measurements are based on examining the mobility of topoisomers which are significantly supercoiled (a --0.025). It seems probable that the structure of the (A-T) n tracts is torsionally deformable, so that the region is preferentially unwound as the superhelix density rises. This unwinding must occur in a continuous manner, as no discontinuous transitions preceding cruciform formation are seen on the two dimensional gels.
Reactivity of (A-T) n sequences in linear DNA.
We have shown that the (A-T) n tracts are sensitive to modification by osmium tetroxide, and to cleavage by micrococcal nuclease in linear DNA fragments. This character is not shared by non-altemating A+T sequences, and moreover there appears to be some minimum length requirement for this. There are two possible explanations for these data at the outset. First, that the (A-T) n sequences adopt an altered conformation which renders them sensitive to attack by these probes. The second explanation is more mundane, but must be considered -the geometry of the helix may be unperturbed, but either
TpA or ApT may be of above background reactivity towards osmium tetroxide and micrococcal nuclease. Thus the sensitivity of the (A-T) n tracts could be simply due to target size, ie the result of having a large number of TpA dinucleotides in succession. This latter argument seems not to be borne out by the analysis of reactivities at the level of the single nucleotide, such as shown for the (T-A) 16 sequence in Figure 7 . For example, the reactivity towards osmium tetroxide on the top strand ( Figure 7B and Q is much higher than that at ApT or TpA sequences found anywhere else in the molecule (which is of known sequence, since the tract is located in the fcoRV site of pAT153). Therefore we are left with the first explanation, that the (A-T) n tracts are structurally different from regular B DNA. Dingwall et al (66) showed that micrococcal nuclease exerts strong sequence preference, particularly for A+T rich DNA region!, and that some, but not all, TpA steps in pBR322 are strongly cleaved. We deduce that there is a certain conformation about the TpA phosphate group which renders it susceptible to cleavage by micrococcal nuclease when the sequence context is appropriate, and that in an alternating (A-T) n stretch this conformation is stabilised in a cooperative manner. Very recently Suggs & Wagner (52) showed that the sequence (A-T)]4 is sensitive to cleavage by a number of enzymes in linear DNA. This region was cleaved by SI and mung bean nucleases at 37°C, and was highly reactive towards copper (l,10-phenanthroline)2. Thus there is a body of evidence indicating the formation of a novel conformation by these alternating sequences.
Putting these data together, they indicate the formation of an altered DNA conformation by (A-T) n sequences, which is torsionally deformable so as to be unwound as increasing torsional stress is applied. What conformation might these regions adopt? Any model proposed must take account of the following:
The conformation is uniform along the length of the (A-T) n tract.
2.
The conformation about the phosphodiester bonds results in elevated cleavage by a number of nucleases.
These cleavages tend to show dinucleotide periodicity.
3. The C5.C6 double bond of tiiymine becomes reactive towards osmium tetroxide-pyridine.
4.
The structure lends itself to torsional deformation.
5.
The structure may be accomodated adjacent to unperturbed B DNA without the formation of a grossly distorted junction.
Polyd(A-T).polyd(A-T) has been extensively studied from a structural point of view. Viswamitra et al (5) solved the three dimensional structure of d-pApTpApT in the crystal, which formed mini-helices by base pairing as dinucleotides. By pairing in this manner, stacking of T upon A was maximised by dispensing with A upon T stacking. The structure of the mini helix was not the conventional B conformation, but differed for the two bases.
Thus the deoxyribose packer was C^endo for T, but Cy'endo for A, and there were very different torsion angles at the glycosyl bonds. Thus if this structure was used to generate a long helix, an alternating structure based on a repeating dinucleotide unit would result There is NMR evidence for such alternation. 31 The fundamental aspect of this structure was the sacrifice of already poor TpA stacking in B DNA, in order to improve the stacking at the ApT step. This was achieved by alternating the deoxyribose pucker and the O3'-P and P-05' torsion angles.
This model is attractive as an explanation for our data. In changing the TpA stacking, the C5.C6 double bond of thymine becomes very exposed on one face in the major groove, where it might be very accessible to out of plane attack by osmium tetroxide. The changes in the torsion angles at the phosphate groups could give rise to increased cleavage rates by certain nucleuses. We think that the model may also explain the torsional deformability of (A-T) n segments. Since the TpA stacking is minimal, then further loss is probably energetically easy, and the base pairs may shear smoothly about the axis at these steps. Such deformation may also help to accomodate the bulky bis pyridyl osmium tetroxide adduct on the thymine bases. Finally, the alternating conformation is not such a radical departure from B DNA that major structural reorganisation would be probable at the junction between them.
It is possible that other models may account for the experimental observations equally well, and clearly
with only the present data we cannot hope to define a structure uniquely. We are aware that the system may also be dynamic, and that any structures we discuss may be contributers to a dynamic equilibrium. Transient conformations may be selected either by enzymes or chemical species, and the mean structure may be altered by negative supercoiling. One dynamic posibility is an increased degree of local helix opening (breathing) within the alternating (A-T) n tract, which might lead to increased reactivity towards enzymes and chemicals. We note,
however, that the modifications are observed at temperatures far below the expected Tm for cooperative melting.
We therefore prefer models involving regular conformational alteration throughout the alternating tract Despite our present inability to present a complete definition in molecular terms, the significant observation is that (A-T) n forms a structure which is distinct from the B conformation of effectively random sequence DNA, and which may be accomodated in a context of DNA of unperturbed geometry. This structure may be of considerable biological significance, since it is not a high energy structure requiring large superhelix densities for stability, and would therefore be expected to occur in vivo. The relatively high frequency at which (A-T) n and closely related sequences are found near transcribed genes suggests a biological role, the exact nature of which must presently remain a subject for speculation. We believe their function is likely to be connected with their structural flexibility.
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